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Abstract. This paper reports the latest experimental results and rheological modelling for semi-dilute Carbon Nanotube
(CNT) suspensions. CNTs belong to a relatively new class of nano-scale fibres having fascinating physical properties. In 
terms of experimental rheology, there are some similarities between CNT suspensions and classical carbon, glass, or 
polymeric fibre suspensions. Suspensions of CNTs with a Newtonian matrix were found to be shear-thinning in simple 
shear. The extent of shear-thinning, however, varies significantly depending on the type of CNTs used. As-produced 
untreated CNTs tended to give a much higher low-shear viscosity coupled with optically resolvable CNT aggregates, 
whereas CNTs that have been chemically treated showed little optical microstructure with less pronounced shear-thinning. 
Treated CNTs have been successfully modelled as short and rigid fibres that can align in the flow, but there are also 
randomising events due to Brownian rotary diffusion and tube-tube interactions. In the case of untreated CNTs, CNT
orientation consideration alone was inadequate in explaining the experimentally observed shear thinning and a new model 
taking into account both elements of CNT orientation and aggregation kinetics has been formulated to describe the 
experimental data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper highlights some of our recent findings in relation to the steady shear rheology of Carbon Nanotubes 
(CNTs) suspended in a Newtonian matrix, whilst further experimental and modelling details will be reported in 
future papers [1-2]. Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are nano-scale fibres that can potentially be used for high 
performance nano-composites and processing CNTs for such application involves dispersing them in a suspending 
medium. Over the past few years, the rheology of CNT suspensions has been extensively studied for both chemically 
treated and untreated CNT suspensions (see for example [3-6]). It has been found that both types of CNT 
suspensions exhibited steady shear-thinning characteristic but to a different extent. Figure 1 shows the flow curves 
and matching optical microstructures for epoxy, treated and untreated CNT suspensions. It is clear from these results 
that chemically treated suspensions with little optical microstructure showed less pronounced shear-thinning effect 
compared with untreated CNT suspensions where clear network ofCNT (aggregate) was observed. 

TREATED CNT SUSPENSIONS - ORIENTATION MODEL 

In terms of modelling, the rheological responses of treated CNTs can be explained by considering treated CNTs 
as rigid, short fibres that can align in flow, but also subject to Brownian rotary diffusion. Based on earlier work by 
Batchelor and co-workers (see for example [7]), the constitutive equation for a dilute suspension with high-aspect
ratio rigid fibres can be written as: 

O' =-PI+ 277D + T1 (1) 
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where P denotes the pressure, I is the unit tensor, 1J is the suspending medium viscosity, D is the strain rate tensor.

'Tl is the anisotropic viscous component of the stress tensor due to the presence of fibres, , which is further given as:

'T1 =217Np (A:n) +1wr (a-n 
A= f (p©p©p@p)lf/(p)dp 

S(O,l) 
a= f (p@p)lf/(p)dp 

S(O,l) 

(2) 

where Np is a scalar parameter that depends on the
fibre concentration as well as the aspect ratio of 
fibres in dilute suspensions, A and a are the
fourth-order and second order orientation tensors 

respectively, p is the unit vector aligned in the

fibre axis direction, S ( O, 1) represents the surface

of the unit sphere where the fiber orientation is 

defined, If/ (p) is the fiber orientation distribution

and fJ is a parameter that depends on the number 
concentration of CNTs and temperature. Dr is the
rotary diffusion coefficient and physically it 
represents randomising events such as Brownian 
motion and tube-tube hydrodynamic interactions. 

In terms of the mathematical treatment of 
CNT orientation distribution, closure 
approximations were avoided and the Fokker
Planck equation [Eq. (3)] was used to ensure 
numerical accuracy (see for example [19]): 

dlf/ 
+ _!}__ ( dp If/ 'L _!}__ ( D a If/ I c3) dt ap dt ) ap l r ap ) 

Eqs. (1-3) have been applied to the steady shear data 
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FIGURE 1 - Apparent steady shear viscosity (I/a) and matching
optical micrographs for (a) epoxy, (b) 0.3% treated and (c) 0.3% 
untreated CNT suspended in an epoxy resin (Araldite L Y556, 
Huntsman LLC) 

of treated CNT suspensions and Fig. 2 shows the model fitting of treated CNT suspensions with three different CNT 
concentrations (0.05%, 0.2% and 0.33%). The rotary diffusion coefficient was identified to be in the order of 
0.005 s-1 based on the best fits to experimental data. It has been found that the use of a constant Dr appeared to be
sufficient in providing a reasonably good estimation of the steady shear viscosity for general engineering problems. 
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FIGURE 2 - Fokker-Planck based orientation model
fitting of 0.05%, 0.2% and 0.33% treated CNT 
suspended in epoxy resin. The model consists of two 
fittings parameters: Dr and NP' Best fits were obtained
using Dr= 0.005 s-1 and the concentration-dependent 
parameter NP scaled linearly with the CNT
concentration (inset figure). 
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UNTREATED CNT SUSPENSIONS - AGGREGATION/ORIENATION MODEL 

In the case of untreated suspensions, CNT orientation alone was found to be inadequate in explaining the 
experimentally observed rheological responses. A new model named the Aggregation/Orientation (AO) model was 
formulated to describe the experimental data. The model essentially considered a hierarchy of CNT aggregate 
structures in the untreated CNT suspension, where the shear viscosity was controlled not only by CNT orientation, 
but also the aggregation state of CNTs in the suspension. The Fokker-Planck description was modified to 
incorporate aggregation/disaggregation kinetics. Details on modifying the Fokker-Planck equation can be found in 
[2]. The resulting AO model contains three independent fitting parameters: the concentration and aspect-ratio 

parameter ( N;a:x ), the rotational diffusion coefficient ( Di;'a:x ) and the ratio between the aggregation and

disaggregation velocities (fJ=v, Iv)· Figure 3 shows the best fits to experimental data with two different CNT

concentrations. In these fittings, it was assumed that only Nmax depended on the CNT concentration and the otherp 
two rheological parameters were not a function of the concentration. Reasonable agreement between experimental 

results and the AO model was obtained with D';'ax = 0.001 s-1 and fJ = 0.004, further supporting the belief that the

more pronounced shear-thinning in untreated CNT suspensions was due to the orientation as well as the aggregation 
ofCNTs. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

FIGURE 3-

Aggregation/Orientation (AO) 
model fitting to experimental 
data of untreated CNT 
suspensions at two different 
CNT concentrations: 
(a) 0.25% and (b) 0.1 %. 

D';"" = O.OO ls-1 and

10 /3 = 0.004 . [2]

The steady shear-thinning characteristics of both chemically treated and untreated Carbon Nanotube (CNT) 
suspensions have been modelled. Experimentally, untreated CNT suspensions were found to exhibit a more 
pronounced shear-thinning effect compared with treated CNT suspensions. The comparatively moderate shear
thinning behaviour of treated CNT suspensions was successfully modelled using a Fokker-Planck based orientation 
model with two fitting parameters (Np and Dr). The model essentially assumed treated CNTs as short and rigid fibres
that can align in shear flow and shear thinning was believed to be a result of progressive alignment of CNTs in the 
flow direction. In the case of untreated CNT suspensions, the Fokker-Planck orientation model failed to describe the 
experimental shear thinning. A new model named Aggregation/Orientation (AO) model considering the effect of 
both CNT orientation and aggregation has been formulated. The resulting AO model with three independent fitting 
parameters was capable of describing experimental data of untreated CNT suspensions, offering a plausible 
explanation to the significant shear-thinning characteristic of aggregating untreated CNT suspensions. 
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